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Educational Visit to Fire Station

Fire Statron, Madhuban Chowk, Delhi

R.D.P.S, Pitampura

26tr luly 2077, Wednesday

Ms. Bhavika, Ms, Surbhi, Ms, Swati, Ms. Shubhi,
lvls. Youthika , Mr, M\^k*1,

rr(A-E)

Educational Visit File

OBJECTIVES:
)> To make the students aware about importance of fire prevention and fire safety techniques.

) To provide them with the opportunity of learning by observing.

) To inculcate respect for'Fire Fighters' and other people who serve us and are always ready

for our safety.

) To impart practical knowledge to prepare them for adverse situations.

DESCRIPTION:

Education is not only providing the students with the bookish knowledge as many times they

learn new things by observing them through which the learning becomes more long lasting.

Keeping this in mind, an educational visit to Fire Station was organised for students of class iI on

26th July 2077. Students were made clear with the objective behind the visit. After reaching at

the venue, students witnessed parade by the fire fighters and their alertness and activeness

motivated them a lot. This was followed by an interactive session between the students and the

resource person present over there. The officers discussed various points like the motto of fire
fightersrWE SERVE TO SAVE', types of fire and first aid to be given immediately at time of

emergency. The fire engine was shown to the students and demonstration of various methods to

control different types of fire according to the place and things involved in it was done. Students

were also intimated about the number of fire station present in Delhi. Precautionary measures to

be t&en to prevent fire were also discussed with the students as "Prevention is considered better

than cure". This somewhere mentally prepared students for any adverse situation they could face.

Overall, it was an enriching and informative visit as it provided a great learning experience to the

young learners. After coming back, students enjoyed doing a worksheet based on the visit on

their own.
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